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Abstract

Three optimization problems are formulated and analysed for a given set of public transport

routes intended for the introduction of electric buses. In the first problem, denoted as Opt,

fast-charging technology is assumed. This problem is to determine a fleet of electric buses,

places for charging stations and transformers, assignment of charging stations to the selected

places, assignment of charging stations to the transformers and assignment of charging stations

to the routes such that all the electric buses can feasibly drive, the required traffic (inter-bus)

interval is maintained, and the output power of any transformer is not exceeded. The objective

is to maximize the total value, provided that the total capital cost and the total operating,

depreciation and energy cost do not exceed their upper bounds. The total passenger capacity

of the replaced conventional vehicles can be considered as the value to be maximized.

In the second problem, denoted as DepOpt, a slow-charging technology is assumed. This

problem is to determine the required electric power supplied to the depot by the city power

grid, the type and the number of charging stations of this type in the depot, types of e-bus

batteries and charging times of each e-bus while it is in the depot such that the total daily

cost of the equipment and the consumed energy is minimized, provided that the arrival and

departure times of e-buses to/from the depot, the dynamic upper bound on the supplied power

and functions of charge and discharge of the batteries are addressed.

The third problem, denoted as OptSched, is to determine a balanced route timetable such

that the same average traffic interval of all public vehicles of the same route is maintained and

departures of public vehicles of the same passenger capacity assigned to the same route are dis-

tributed as smoothly as possible over departures of all public vehicles in the most representative

time period. Mathematical models for all problems are described.
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1 Introduction

This Deliverable describes results of the project PLATON on the determination of the efficient

charging infrastructure for electric buses, which is an important element of the transition from

the conventional public buses to fully electric buses. We call an electric bus as an e-bus and

a fleet of e-buses as an e-fleet. An e-bus is equipped with an electric storage device (battery)

which requires re-charging to be operational. We consider only charging technology according

to which e-buses charge their batteries at static charging stations. Battery swapping technology

is not considered as well as on-the-move charging.

An e-fleet is characterized by the e-bus types and quantities of e-buses of each type. An e-bus

type is characterized by the following unique parameters: a set of types of appropriate charging

stations, charging time to the recommended State of Charge (SOC) level when departing from

a charging station of the same type at the same location (depot or e-bus stop), feasible drive

indicators between any two given stops of the same route, energy consumption for the same route

over the year, capital, operating, depreciation and energy costs over the year, and passenger

capacity. Feasible drive indicator specifies whether a fully charged e-bus can drive between two

given stops of a given route without re-charging or not. These indicators can be calculated

based on the single-charge range (distance) provided by the e-bus manufacturer. Note that

e-buses of different types can be equipped with batteries of the same type or different types

and they can be charged at stations of the same or different types.

A route is characterized by the depot and the route cycle, which is a sequence of stops

visited cyclically by e-buses assigned to this route. A decisive time period is the time period

such that the traffic (inter-bus) intervals are not changed within this period, and the decisions

made for this period with respect to the e-bus fleet and the charging infrastructure ensure their

feasible operation in any other time period. With a certain degree of uncertainty, decisive time

period can be characterized by the highest SOC loss of e-buses when driving over the same

route segments, the highest passenger transfer demand and the smallest traffic intervals.

In this Deliverable, three optimization problems are formulated and analyzed. One of these

problems, denoted as Opt, is to determine an e-fleet, places for charging stations and trans-

formers, an assignment of charging stations to the selected places, an assignment of charging
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stations to the transformers and an assignment of charging stations to the routes such that all

the e-buses can feasibly drive, the required traffic interval is maintained, and the output power

of any transformer is not exceeded. A fast-charging technology is assumed. The objective is to

maximize total value (positive ecological and social effect expressed quantitatively), provided

that the total capital cost and the total operating, depreciation and energy cost do not exceed

their upper bounds. It is assumed that Opt will be solved repeatedly for several successive

planning periods (years). Decisions made in the past periods are used as a part of the input

for the future period.

Results on the problem Opt are described in Section 2. In the problem Opt, it is assumed

that any e-bus charges at least once at a non-depot charging station in each route cycle. This

assumption is valid for e-buses with fast-charging batteries. A generalization to the case of

slow-charging batteries, where some e-buses can charge only one or two times during the day,

or where some e-buses can complete several cycles with one charge is also considered.

The second problem, denoted as DepOpt, considers a given fleet of e-buses with slow-

charging batteries and fixed timetables, which charge at the same depot. The problem is to

determine cost-effective dynamic quantities of the electric power supplied to the depot by the

city power grid, the type and the number of identical charging stations of this type in the depot,

as well as the types of the batteries to feasibly charge e-buses such that arrival and departure

times of the e-buses to/from the depot and functions of charge and discharge of the batteries

are properly addressed. Results on the problem DepOpt are described in Section 3.

The third problem, denoted as OptSched, is to determine a balanced (with respect to

the passenger transfer demand) route timetable such that the same average traffic interval

of all public vehicles of the same route is maintained and departures of public vehicles of the

same passenger capacity assigned to the same route are distributed as smoothly as possible over

departures of all public vehicles in the decisive time period. Results on the problem OptSched

are described in Section 4. Section 5 contains concluding remarks.
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2 Problem Opt

Problem Opt is difficult from the modeling and computational perspectives. In order to make

it observable and solvable in a reasonable time, a number of assumptions are imposed. They

are given in Section 2.2. Input data, data derived from the input data, output data and data

derived from the output data for the problem Opt are described in Sections 2.3, 2.4, 2.5 and

2.6, respectively. Formal definition of the problem Opt is given in Section 2.7. An adaptation

of the suggested model for the case of e-buses with high-capacity batteries which can operate

with one or two charges during the day, or which can make up to k cycles on any route without

recharging, is described in Section 2.8. The next section contains a bibliography of publications

on the operation of electric vehicles.

2.1 Bibliography

We classify bibliography on the topics related to the operation of electric vehicles (EVs) into

several categories. They are given below followed by the relevant citations. If a publication

falls into several categories, we classify it into the most relevant to our opinion category.

History, statistics and perspectives of employment of EVs and corresponding

infrastructure: ZeEUS eBus Report [87], Stevic [70], Li [44], Ahmad et al. [3], Ander-

son et al. [2], Mathieu [48, 49], Nicholas and Hall [57], Todorovic and Simic [75], Mega-E

project (https://www.electrive.com/tag/mega-e/), Zap-Map database (https://www.zap-

map.com/statistics/).

Analysis of EV testing and real-life operation: Barnitt [5], Wang and González

[77], Erkkilä et al. [14], Smidt et al. [67], ZeEUS Demonstrations [88], Foltiński [19], Rogge

et al. [65], Hanlin [28], Olsson et al. [58], Eudy and Jeffers [15], Gao et al. [23], Leou and

Hung [43], Christensen et al. [10], Neaimeh et al. [56], Khan et al. [38], Xylia and Silveira [85],

Gallet et al. [22], Morganti and Browne [55].

Comparison of EVs and vehicles with other power source: Feng and Figliozzi

[16, 17], Hallmark et al. [27], Lajunen [42], Mohamed et al. [51].

Simulation of EV operations: project CACTUS (http://www.cactus-emobility.eu/),

Schoch [68], Teoh et al. [73, 74], Mohamed et al. [52], Marmaras et al. [47], Xylia et al. [84],
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Fiori et al. [18].

Optimization of EV operations and required infrastructure: Alonso et al. [4],

Wen et al. [80], Yu et al. [86], Juan et al. [36], Hiermann et al. [31], Quak et al. [64],

Desaulniers et al. [12], Wielinski et al. [82], Kunith et al. [41], Bruglieri et al. [7], Pelletier et

al. [60, 61, 62, 63], Froger et al. [20, 21], Xylia et al. [83], Montoya et al. [54], Liu and et al.

[45], Liu and Wei [46], Hosseini and Sarder [33], Wang et al. [78], Wang et al. [79].

Analysis of the relevant literature shows that the variety of real-life situations of electric

public transport employment exceeds the number of the existing appropriate mathematical

models, and each real-life case requires specific consideration and specific mathematical model.

2.2 Assumptions

The following assumptions are imposed in the problem Opt.

1a) For each route, the depot, the bus stops and the order of their visiting by e-buses are

given.

2a) Fleet of conventional vehicles can be replaced partly.

3a) Each route is associated with a single depot. If a route is served by at least one e-bus,

then at least one appropriate charging station must be opened at the depot of this route.

4a) Routes can intersect at depots, terminal stops and en route stops.

5a) Any e-bus assigned to a route is charged to the recommended SOC level each time when

it visits location with a charging station of the type assigned to this type of e-bus and this

route. If this assignment is not made for an appropriate quadruple (e-bus type, route,

charging station location, charging station type), then, from the modeling point of view,

an e-bus visits the charging station location without charging. A situation when this

assumption is not valid, i.e., when an e-bus can pass a charging station assigned to it

without charging is discussed in Section 2.8.

6a) At a charging station location, the same charging station type can be assigned to different

e-bus types, in which case e-buses of these types share charging stations of this type at

this location.
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7a) If e-buses of the same type and the same route are decided to be charged at a location

with appropriate charging stations, then they are assigned to the charging stations of the

same type.

8a) The First Come, First Served rule is applied for e-buses competing for charging at an

en-route stop.

9a) Each charging station at the same location is connected to the same m transformers,

m ∈ {1, 2}. If m = 2, then, at any time, only one arbitrary transformer link is active for

each charging station.

10a) Some e-buses, transformers, charging stations and links of their locations with transform-

ers can already be in operation. We call them “old” and we call “new” e-buses and

infrastructure elements to be decided.

11a) Duration of a single run of any e-bus between two charges does not exceed the duration

of the decisive time period.

2.3 Input data

There are the following input data.

• Upper bound ucc on the total capital cost.

• Upper bound uoc on the total operating, depreciation and energy cost.

• Duration dtp of the decisive time period.

• Electric network E = (NE,EE), which is a weighted bipartite graph with a set of nodes

(locations for charging stations and transformers) NE and a set of edges (transformer

links) EE.

• Transportation network G = (NN,R), which is a weighted digraph with a set of nodes (bus

stops)NN and a set of directed circuits (routes)R , see Fig. 1 for an illustration. There, Ti,

i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, denote terminal stops, Route-1 is (Depot-1,T1,1,2,T2,T1,Depot-1), Route-2

is (Depot-2,T3,1,2,T4,T3,Depot-2) and Route-3 is (Depot-3,T5,3,T2,2,T5,Depot-3).
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Figure 1: Network of three routes.

• Set NE is partitioned into the set T of transformer nodes corresponding to eligible trans-

former locations and the set NS of parent non-transformer nodes corresponding to eligible

charging station locations.

• Set NS contains a subset NO of nodes at each of which at least one old charging station

of any type is opened.

• Set NN is partitioned into the subsets ND of depot nodes, NT of terminal stops and NR

of regular (en route) stops, respectively.

• Each node j ∈ NN is associated with a parent node p(j) ∈ NS. Several nodes from NN

may correspond to the same node from NS.

• Set of routes R is built over the nodes of the set NN . The same node (bus stop) can

belong to different routes.

• Arc (i, j) ∈ r, r ∈ R, represents a directed segment of a route, going from node i to

node j.

• Edge (q, p) ∈ EE represents an eligible link of transformer node q and non-transformer

node p.

• Set V C of conventional vehicles types. Conventional vehicle type b ∈ CV is associated

with passenger capacity capb of a conventional vehicle of type b.
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• Set C of charging station types.

Type c ∈ C is associated with the following input parameters.

• Nominal power poc of one charging station.

• Capital cost cccapc , which is the cost of purchase and installation of one charging station

without the transformer connection costs.

• Operating and depreciation cost ccopec , which is the cost of operating one charging station

in a year plus the depreciation cost. It includes the maintenance cost and it does not

include the energy cost.

• Set B of e-bus types.

E-bus type b ∈ B is associated with the following input parameters.

• Set Cb of appropriate charging station types. An e-bus of type b can only be charged at a

station of type c ∈ Cb.

• Set NMb of nodes j from NN . If node j belongs to a route to be served by an e-bus of

type b then at least one charging station of type c ∈ Cb must be opened at node p(j).

• Passenger capacity capb of one e-bus.

• Capital cost cvcapb of one e-bus.

Each non-transformer node p ∈ NS is associated with the following input parameters.

• Set Cp of appropriate charging station types.

• Number m of links of any node p ∈ NS\NO, at which a new charging station will be

opened, with the transformer nodes.

• Number ncpc of old charging stations of each type c, which have already been opened at

p ∈ NO, c ∈ Cp.

• Upper bound ucpc on the number of charging stations of type c to be opened at p ∈ NS,

c ∈ Cp. This parameter can be skipped or set to infinity if there is no need in this upper

bound.
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• (Tight) upper bound ctpbc on the charging time of one e-bus of type b ∈ Bc at a charging

station of type c ∈ Cp installed at p ∈ NS to the recommended SOC level or an estimation

of this time. If p is associated with a regular stop, then ctpbc accounts for the time required

for passenger loading/unloading. If p is associated with a terminal stop or a depot, then

ctpbc accounts for the required setup time.

• Duration tdepotj of a time interval of maximum length, in which all e-buses assigned to the

depot at node j ∈ ND are in this depot. In most cases, it is a night time interval.

Each transformer node q ∈ T is associated with

• transformer electrical output power oq to supply all charging stations in the decisive time

period,

• transformer electrical power ooq that is used to supply old charging stations in the decisive

time period, and

• transformer capital (building) cost cbq.

Each edge (q, p) ∈ EE is associated with

• cost clqp of linking transformer node q and non-transformer node p.

Route r ∈ R is characterized by the following input parameters.

• Set Br of e-bus types eligible for serving route r.

• Set V Cr of conventional vehicles types serving route r.

• Upper bound utr on the average length of the traffic interval of all e-buses and conventional

buses of any type on route r in the decisive time period.

• Sequence πr = (j0, j1, . . . , jr) of stops, where j0 is the depot stop jl = jr is a terminal

stop and among j2, . . . , jr−1 there are all regular stops and terminal stops of this route

if they exist. Nodes j1, . . . , jr−1 are visited cyclically in this order. We write j ∈ πr and

(i, j) ∈ πr to indicate that node j and arc (i, j) belong to the sequence πr.
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• Eligible drive indicator eir(i,j)b: eir(i,j)b = 1 if an e-bus of type b can feasibly drive from

stop i to stop j of the sequence πr, provided that a charging station of type c ∈ Cb is

installed at p(i) ∈ NS, else eir(i,j)b = 0, i ∈ πr, c ∈ Ci, j ∈ πr, b ∈ Br. For a specific

e-bus type, eligible drive indicator is calculated based on the recommended SOC level,

minimum SOC level and driving conditions over the route segment (i, j). Route segments

can be of the following types: 1) (ji, jh), 0 ≤ i < h ≤ r, 2) (ji, j0), 1 ≤ i ≤ r, if i = 1,

then it includes stop j1 twice, 3) (ji, jh), 2 ≤ h < i ≤ r, which includes stop j1 and does

not include stop j0, and 4) (ji, ji), 1 ≤ i ≤ r, which includes stop ji twice and does not

include stop j0.

Remark. If the detailed information required to calculate eligible drive indicators is not

available, then the simplified approach can be used, according to which these indicators are

calculated based on the single-charge range (distance) provided by the e-bus manufacturer,

and the distance between the two nodes of a given route.

• Number nborb of old e-buses of type b on route r.

• Number nvcrb of conventional vehicles of type b on route r to be (partly) replaced by

e-buses.

• Duration drb of any single cycle of any e-bus of type b in the decisive time period, without

the charging time. It does not exceed the duration of the decisive time period.

• Duration dorb of any single cycle of any old e-bus of type b in the decisive time period,

including the charging time.

• Duration dcrb of any single cycle of any conventional vehicle in the decisive time period.

• Set COrb of charging station types installed at all nodes p(j), j ∈ πr, for charging old

e-buses of type b on route r.

• Operating, depreciation and energy cost (or its estimation) cvoperb of all runs of one e-bus

of type b over route r in a year, b ∈ Br.

• Route preference coefficient (weight) wr, wr > 0.
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• Function cor(Z) whose value approximates the total harmful emission of conventional

buses of the total passenger capacity Z operating on route r.

• Function fur(Z) whose value approximates the total fuel consumption of conventional

buses of the total passenger capacity Z operating on route r.

Remark. Let Zr denote the total passenger capacity of new e-buses assigned to route r. We

assume that the value of a (partial) conversion of route r into the electric mode is a function

vr(Zr) of Zr. We suggest three approaches to its calculation: 1) vr(Zr) = wrZr, 2) vr(Zr) =

wrcor(Zr), and 3) vr(Zr) = wrfur(Zr). In particular, vr(Zr) = Zr can be used.

2.4 Derived input data

The following data are derived from the input data.

• Set NSc ⊆ N of nodes eligible for opening a charging station of type c, NSc = {p ∈ NS |

c ∈ Cp}.

• Set Bc ⊆ B of e-bus types eligible for charging at a station of type c, Bc = ∪b∈BCb.

• Set TO ⊆ T of transformer nodes at each of which at least one old transformer exists,

TO = {q ∈ T |ooq > 0}.

• Set Rb of eligible routes for e-buses of type b, Rb ⊆ R, Rb = {r ∈ R|r ∈ Br}.

• Set Rj of routes meeting at j, Rj = {r ∈ R|j ∈ πr}.

• Set TEp ⊆ T of transformer nodes eligible for linking with the non-transformer parent

node p, TEp = {q ∈ T |(p, q) ∈ EE} ⊆ T .

• Set BOr of old e-bus types serving route r, BOr = {b ∈ Br|nvorb > 0} .

• Total passenger capacity pasr =
∑

b∈V Cr nvcrbcapb of conventional vehicles on route r in

the decisive time period.
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2.5 Output data

A solution X of the problem Opt can be represented by the following variables.

• R(X) - set of routes, each of which is served by at least one new e-bus.

• Br(X) - set of e-bus types b ∈ Br such that at least one new e-bus of this type is assigned

to route r ∈ R(X). Note that Br(X) can include e-bus types of old e-buses.

• Number NCpc(X) of new charging stations of type c ∈ C at non-transformer parent node

p ∈ NS to serve new and old e-buses.

• Set Lp(X) of transformer nodes q ∈ TEp to be linked with the non-transformer parent

node p, p ∈ NS\NO.

• cjrb(X) - unique new or old charging station type to charge old or new e-buses of type b

assigned to route r at node p(j). cjrb(X) = False if no charging station type is assigned

to old or new e-buses of type b on route r at node p(j).

• NVrb(X) - number of new e-buses of type b assigned to route r in the decisive time period.

2.6 Derived output data

The following data are derived from the output data.

• Set Rjcb(X) of routes served by at least one old or new e-bus and such that their old and

new e-buses of type b are charged at stations of type c at node p(j), ROjcb ⊆ Rjcb(X) ⊆ Rj,

Rjcb(X) ⊆ Rb, j ∈ NN , p(j) ∈ NSc, b ∈ Bc, c ∈ C.

• Set Sc(X) of parent nodes p ∈ NS at each of which an least one new charging station of

type c is opened, Sc(X) = {p ∈ NSc | NCpc > 0}.

• S(X) = ∪c∈C(X)Sc(X) - set of parent nodes at each of which an least one new charging

station of any type is opened.

• Bjc(X) = {b | cjrb(X) 6= False, b ∈ B, r ∈ Rb} - set of e-bus types of all routes meeting

at j to be served by new or old charging station of type c at the associated parent node

p(j), j ∈ NN , p(j) ∈ S(X), c ∈ C(X).
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• NNp(X) = {j ∈ NN | cjrb(X) 6= False, p(j) = p, b ∈ B(X), r ∈ R(X)}.

• Bpc(X) = ∪j∈NNp(X)Bjc(X).

• B(X) = ∪r∈RBr(X) - set of e-bus types such that at least one new e-bus of this type is

assigned to some route.

• Rb(X) - set of routes r ∈ Rb to each of which at least one new e-bus of type b is assigned,

b ∈ B, Rb(X) = Rb

⋂
R(x) .

• C(X) = {c ∈ C|Sc(X) 6= ∅} - set of charging station types such that at least one new

charging station of this type is opened.

• Rj(X) - set of routes meeting at j, with at least one old or new e-bus assigned to each

route, j ∈ NN , p(j) ∈ S(X).

• Rp(X) = ∪j∈NNp(X)Rj(X), p ∈ S(X).

• SRrb(X) - sequence of nodes j of route r ∈ Rb(X) at each associated parent node p(j)

of which at least one new or old charging station is opened to serve e-buses of type b ∈

B(X) assigned to this route, SRrb(X) = (jrb0 , j
rb
1 , · · · , jrbnrb), j

rb
k ∈ πr, k = 1, . . . , nrb, j

rb
0 =

j0, nrb ≤ r − 1.

• SR(X) =
⋃
r∈R(x),b∈Br(X) SRrb(X).

• Zr(X) =
∑

b∈Br(X) capbNVrb(X) - total passenger load of e-buses of route r in the decisive

time period.

Denote ddxee = dxe if x− bxc > 0.1, else ddxee = bxc.

• nvcrb(X) - number of conventional vehicles of type b left on route r,

nvcrb(X) =
⌈⌈

max{0,pasr−Zr(X)}nvcrb
pasr

⌉⌉
, b = 1, . . . , b∗ − 1, nvcrb∗(X) =⌈⌈

max{0,pasr−Zr(X)}−
∑b∗−1
b=1 nvcrb(X)capb

capb∗

⌉⌉
, nvcrb = 0, b = b∗ + 1, . . . , |V Cr|, where cap1 ≤

· · · ≤ cap|V Cr|, V Cr = {1, . . . , |V Cr|},
∑b∗−1

b=1 nvcrb(X)capb < max{0, pasr − Zr(X)} and∑b∗

b=1 nvcrb(X)capb ≥ max{0, pasr − Zr(X)}.
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• NVr(X) =
∑

b∈Br(X) NVrb(X) - number of new e-buses of all types assigned to route r in

the decisive time period.

• V Cr(X) - set of types b ∈ V Cr of conventional vehicles such that nvcrb(X) > 0.

• ATr(X) = dtp
total number of vehicles on route r in decisive time period

- average length of the traffic

interval of all e-buses and conventional vehicles left on route r in the decisive time period,

ATr(X) = dtp
/( ∑

b∈Br(X)

dtp

drb +
∑

j∈SRrb(X)\ND ctp(j)bc∗
NVrb(X)+

∑
b∈BOr

dtp

dorb
nborb +

∑
b∈V Cr(X)

dtp

dcrb
nvcrb(X)

)
=

1
/( ∑

b∈Br(X)

NVrb(X)

drb +
∑

j∈SRrb(X)\ND ctjbc∗
+
∑
b∈BOr

nborb
dorb

+
∑

b∈V Cr(X)

nvcrb(X)

dcrb

)
,

where c∗ = cjrb(X).

• ATEr(X) = dtp
total number of e−buses on route r in decisive time period

- average length of the traffic

interval of all e-buses on route r in the decisive time period.

ATEr(X) = 1
/( ∑

b∈Br(X)

NVrb(X)

drb +
∑

j∈SRrb(X)\ND ctp(j)bc∗
+
∑
b∈BOr

nborb
dorb

)
,

where c∗ = cjrb(X).

• BNpc(X) =
⌈⌈∑

r∈Rp(X)

∑
b∈Bpc(X)

ctpbc
ATEr(X)

⌉⌉
- estimation of the total number of old and

new e-buses of all types arriving to the charging stations of type c at the non-depot

stop j during their charging time interval, and hence, requiring the same number of

charging stations of type c working in parallel, at the parent node p = p(j), j ∈ NE,

p ∈ (S(X) ∪NO).

• BNpc(X) =
⌈⌈∑

r∈Rp(X)

∑
b∈Bpc(X)

(nvrb+NVrb(X))ctpbc
tp

⌉⌉
- lower bound on the required

number of charging stations of type c at the parent node p for charging old and new e-buses

of all types arriving to the depot node j, j ∈ ND, p = p(j), tp = tdepotj , p ∈ (S(X)∪NO).

If this number is insufficient in a real-life case, then an extra charging station can be

installed.
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• Mq(X) = {p ∈ S(X) | q ∈ Lp(X)} - set of new non-transformer nodes linked with

transformer node q.

• T (X) - set of transformer nodes each of which is linked with at least one new charging

station.

• TPq(X) =
∑

p∈Mq(X)

∑
c∈C(X) pocNCpc(X) - total instant power demand of new charging

stations linked to transformer node q ∈ T (X) in the decisive time period.

• V (X) =
∑

r∈R(X) vr(Zr(X)) - total value.

• CC(X) =
∑

c∈C(X)

∑
p∈Sc(X) cc

cap
c NCpc(X) +

∑
r∈R(X)

∑
b∈Br(X) cv

cap
b NVrb(X) +∑

p∈S(X)\NO
∑

q∈Lp(X) clqp +
∑

q∈T (X)\TO cbq - total capital cost.

• OC(X) =
∑

c∈C(X)

∑
p∈Sc(X) cc

ope
c NCpc(X) +

∑
r∈R(X)

∑
b∈Br(X) cv

ope
rb NVrb(X) - total op-

erating, depreciation and energy cost.

2.7 Formal definition of Opt

Problem Opt can be formulated as follows.

max
X

V (X), subject to

CC(X) ≤ ucc, (1)

OC(X) ≤ uoc, (2)

Zr(X) ≤ pasr + min
b∈Br(X)

{capb} − 1, r ∈ R(X), (3)

Zr(X) ≥ min
b∈V Cr

{capb}, r ∈ R(X), (4)

TPq(X) + ooq ≤ oq, q ∈ T (X), (5)

ATr(X) ≤ utr, r ∈ R(X), (6)

cjrb(X) ∈ Cp(j) ∩ Cb, j ∈ SRrb(X), r ∈ Rb(X), b ∈ B(X), (7)

eir(jrbk ,jrbk+1)b = 1, jrbk ∈ SRrb(X), k = 0, . . . , n(r, b)− 1, eir(jrb
n(r,b)

,jrb1 )b = 1, r ∈ Rb(X), b ∈ B(X), (8)

ncpc +NCpc(X) ≤ ucpc, p ∈ Sc(X), c ∈ C(X), (9)∑
c∈Cb

(ncp(j)c +NCp(j)c(X)) ≥ 1, j ∈ NMb, p(j) ∈ S(X), b ∈ B(X),(10)
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ncpc +NCpc(X) ≥ BNpc(X), p ∈ S(X) ∪NO, c ∈ C,(11)

|Lp(X)| = m, p ∈ S(X)\NO.(12)

Constraints (1) and (2) bound the total capital cost and the total operating, depreciation

and energy cost from above. Constraints (3) limit the total passenger capacity of new e-buses

on each route r ∈ R(X) by the total capacity of conventional vehicles on this route plus

the capacity of the largest e-bus selected for this route. Constraints (4) state that the total

passenger capacity of new e-buses on each route r ∈ R(X) should be at least the minimal

capacity of a single conventional vehicle on this route. Constraints (5) ensure that the total

instant power demand of new and old charging stations linked to the same transformer does not

exceed the output power of this transformer. Constraints (6) specify upper bound on the length

of the average traffic interval of all e-buses assigned to the same route. Constraints (7) ensure

that an appropriate charging station is opened at each node associated with the nodes from

the sequence SRrb(X). Constraints (8) guarantee that any new e-bus can feasibly run over the

route to which it is assigned if appropriate charging stations are opened at the nodes associated

with the nodes from the sequence SRrb(X). Constraints (9) limit the total number of old and

new charging stations of any type at any node from above. Constraints (10) state that at least

one old or new charging station of a type c ∈ Cb must be opened at a node associated with

the node from the set NMb if this node belongs to a route served by at least one new e-bus.

At least, depot is such a node. Constraints (11) guarantee that the number of old and new

charging stations of type c opened at node p is sufficient to serve e-buses of all types assigned

to this charging station type and node. Constraints (12) guarantee that the number of new

links of a non-transformer node, at which at least one new charging station is open and no old

charging station was open, with transformer nodes is equal to m.

Note that the solution in which no new e-bus is used and no new charging station is opened is

feasible for the problem Opt. Furthermore, an optimal solution of Opt is an efficient (Pareto-

optimal) solution of a tri-criteria problem of maximizing V (X) and minimizing CC(X) and

OC(X), see terminology and results for the multi-criteria problems in Steuer [71], Vincke [76],

Roy [66], Collette and Siarry [9] and Ehrgott [13]. A solution is an efficient solution if there is

no other solution which is no worse in all criteria values and strictly better in one of the criteria
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values than the efficient solution.

2.8 Adapting Opt for the case of e-buses with slow-charging batter-
ies

In this section, a problem is studied which differs from Opt in that Assumption 5a) is not

valid, and batteries of e-buses of certain types, which we call special, have enough capacity to

drive with a single charge at a depot during the day (single-charge e-buses), or with one charge

at a depot and one charge at a non-depot node during the day (two-charges e-buses), or they

can drive up to k cycles, k ≥ 2, for any route (k-cycle e-buses). Charging of single-charge and

two-charges e-buses takes place in time periods outside the decisive time period, while charging

of k-cycle e-buses can take place inside and outside this period. We adapt the model Opt for

this case. The adaptation consists of the additional assumptions and the extension of the input

and output data for Opt. The additional assumptions are

12a) The same number of special e-buses operate the entire day.

13a) Special e-buses and non-special e-buses cannot be charged at the same charging station.

Types of their charging stations are different.

14a) The required number of charging stations at a non-depot node for charging two-charges

e-buses is equal to the number of these e-buses.

The input data are extended by

• Set BS1 ⊆ B of special single-charge e-bus types.

• Set BS2 ⊆ B of special two-charges e-bus types.

• Set BSCk ⊆ B of special k-cycle e-bus types.

It is assumed that sets BS1, BS2 and BSCk are pairwise disjoint. The derived input data are

extended by

• Eligible drive indicator eir(i,j)b for special e-buses: if b ∈ (BS1 ∪ BS2), then eir(i,j)b = 1

for any route segment (i, j) such that i 6= j and any route r. If b ∈ BS1, then eir(i,i)b = 1,
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and if b ∈ BS2, then eir(i,i)b = 0 for any non-depot node node i and any route r. This

definition ensures that a single charging point at the depot is sufficient for e-buses of

types from BS1 and that a single charging point at the depot and a single charging point

at a non-depot node are sufficient for e-buses of types from BS2. Single-charge and two-

charges e-buses are supposed not to be charged at these points in the decisive time period,

because in the decisive time period they are assumed to operate without charging.

• Upper bound on the charging time of one e-bus of type b ∈ BS2 at a charging station of

type c ∈ Cb installed at a non-depot node j ∈ Nc in the decisive time period is ctjbc = 0.

• Sequence π
(k)
r = (j0, (j1, j2, . . . , jr), (j

2
1 , . . . , j

2
r ), . . . , (j

k
1 , . . . , j

k
r )), jh1 = jhr , h = 2, . . . , k, of

stops for route r if it is served by a k-cycle e-bus, where jhi is the h-th copy of the node

ji with the same parent node p(jhi ) = p(ji) and the same other input characteristics of

the node ji, h = 2, . . . , k. Calculation of eligible drive indicators for k-cycle e-buses is the

same as for normal e-buses, but with respect to the sequence π
(k)
r .

The output data is modified for e-bus types from BS2 as follows.

• BNjc(X) :=
∑

r∈Rj(X)

∑
b∈Bjc(X)(nvrb +NVrb(X)) - required number of charging stations

of type c ∈ Cb, b ∈ BS2, at the non-depot node j, j ∈ NE ∩ (S(X) ∪NO).

The new input and output data must be accounted in the mathematical programming model

(1)-(12). Particularly, in the constraint (9)

ncpc +NCpc(X) ≤ ucpc, p ∈ Sc(X), c ∈ C(X),

if c ∈ Cb, b ∈ BS2, then the definition of BNjc(X) in the previous paragraph must be used.

3 Problem DepOpt

E-buses equipped with high-capacity batteries (hundreds of kWh) represent a large part of the

commonly used types of e-buses (Goehlich et al. [26], Leou and Hung [43], Olsson et al. [58]).

These e-buses are able to operate the whole day without recharging, and they are charged in

a depot for 2-8 hours depending on the battery size and charging station power to restore the

full battery charge, mainly at a night time (report of the project ZeUS [87]).
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Analysis of operation of overnight charged e-buses show that their driving range can be

increased by charging their batteries during the day time of low passenger transfer demand,

when not all e-buses are needed. An important issue of the charging process is the dependence

of the SOC level on the charging time duration. Montoya et al. [54] show that this function is

concave. In the interval [0, t] of the SOC level where t is a certain threshold (in the example

of [54] it is 80%) this function is linear, and after t its slope gradually drops.

Consider a set R of routes and a set TR of trips during the day on these routes, carried out

by a set J of e-buses that are charged in the same depot by the charging stations of the same

type c ∈ C. The e-buses can be of several types e from the set EB equipped with batteries b of

several feasible options from the set Be ⊆ B compatible with the charging station type. Each

battery option b is characterized by the minimal sb and maximal s̄b SOC levels and the function

of SOC recovery at a charging station, which depends on the charging time and the initial SOC

level.

E-bus j ∈ J is characterized by the following unique parameters: a subset TRj ⊆ TR

of trips to be served by this e-bus, an e-bus type e ∈ EB, a set Bj, Bj ⊆ B, of feasible

battery options, and energy consumption depending on the trip from the set TRj, selected

battery option and its initial SOC level. A single most representative day is considered. At

the beginning of the day, before the departure from the depot, all the e-buses are assumed to

be fully charged, and any e-bus can operate the whole day without recharging. Selection of

the type of the charging stations, batteries options for e-buses and distribution of recharging

operations over time can minimize the number of the required charging stations and the total

cost of the charging infrastructure, batteries and consumed energy, which is the topic of this

section.

Problem DepOpt studied in this section is to determine the cost-effective maximal electric

power supplied to the depot, the type and number of identical slow-charging stations in the

depot and types of the batteries for e-buses such that e-buses can feasibly serve a given set of

routes (successfully fulfill all the required trips).

Assumptions of the problem DepOpt are given in Section 3.1. Input, derived input and out-

put data are described in Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.5, respectively. A formal problem formulation

is presented in Section 3.4.
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3.1 Assumptions

The following assumptions are imposed for the problem DepOpt.

1b) Each e-bus serves a subset of trips assigned to it.

2b) Each trip originates and terminates in the same depot for all the e-buses. E-buses are

charged in this depot. The depot is equipped with identical slow-charging stations of one

of the given types. The output power of each charging station is a given constant.

3b) Any e-bus can be equipped with a high-capacity battery (hundreds of kWh) to be selected

from a given set of options. Any battery enables any e-bus to operate without recharging

the whole day.

4b) Initial SOC level of the battery option b must be in the interval [sb, s̄b].

5b) The daily schedule of any e-bus is given by a set of time pairs (departure from depot,

arriving to depot).

6b) Initial SOC levels of all the e-buses must be recovered for any day prior to the beginning of

the next day. Therefore, the most representative day in terms of the energy consumption

and traffic intensity is considered.

7b) The following data are assumed to be given: the charge loss functions for all e-bus types

and battery options on the corresponding trips over the day, and the functions of restoring

SOC levels of e-bus batteries at the charging stations depending on the station type,

charging time and starting SOC level.

8b) The loss of the SOC level of a non-operating e-bus is negligible.

9b) The time of changing e-buses at any charging station is negligible.

10b) The dynamic nature of the electric power supplied to the depot by the city power grid is

taken into account.
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3.2 Input data

• Set R of routes. Each route r ∈ R is associated with its length lr.

• Set C of slow-charging station types in the depot.

Type c ∈ C is associated with the following input parameters.

• Nominal power Pc of one station.

• Annual capital cost costcap(c) of one station.

• Annual operating and depreciation cost costope(c) of one station.

• Set B of feasible slow-charging battery options.

Each option b ∈ B is associated with the following input data.

• Interval [sb, s̄b] of feasible SOC levels.

• Cost costb of the battery.

• Subset Cb ⊆ C of feasible charging stations types.

• Concave increasing piecewise linear functions fbc(τ) defining the resulting SOC level of

battery b after charging at a station c ∈ Cb during time τ if the initial SOC level is equal

to sminb , sminb ≤ sb. This function is defined in the interval [0, τmaxbc ], where τmaxbc is the

maximal duration of battery b charging from SOC level sminb to SOC level smaxb , smaxb ≥ s̄b.

• Charging rate f ′bc of the battery b at the charging station c ∈ Cb.

• Convex increasing piecewise linear function Nb(s
low
b ) of maximal number of

charge/discharge cycles of battery b in its lifetime, depending of its average discharge

level slowb . This function is represented by linear functions αν + βνslowb defined on the

segments [sνb , s
ν+1
b ], ν = 1, . . . , γ− 1, where s1

b = sminb , sγb = smaxb and αν + βνsνb = Nb(s
ν
b ),

ν = 1, . . . , γ − 1.

• Set TR of trips during the day.

Each trip p ∈ TR is associated with the following input parameters.
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• Sequence of routes πp = (r1
p, . . . , r

mp
p ), rkp ∈ R, k = 1, . . . ,mp.

• Time interval [tp, t̄p], where tp is the departure time from the depot and t̄p is the arrival

time to the depot. It is assumed that tp < t̄p. If an arrival to the depot occurs on the

next day, then this arrival time is increased by 24.

• Set EB of feasible e-bus types. Each type e ∈ EB is associated with a subset Be ⊆ B of

feasible battery options.

• Set J = {1, . . . , n} of e-buses.

Each e-bus j ∈ J is associated with the following input data.

• E-bus type ej ∈ EB.

• Subset TRj = {ξ1
j , ξ

2
j , . . . , ξ

nj
j } ⊆ TR of daily trips such that

⋃
j∈J TRj = TR,

TRj′
⋂
TRj′′ = ∅, j′ 6= j′′, where ξpj is the p-th trip of the e-bus j, p = 1, . . . , nj.

• Subset Bj ⊆ Bej of feasible battery b options.

• Concave increasing piecewise linear functions ϕjbp(s) for each pair (battery b ∈ Bj, trip

p ∈ TRj) defining SOC levels of the battery b for e-bus j of type ej after its p-th trip ξpj ,

which depends of the initial SOC level s, ξpj ∈ TRj.

• Annual number N j = Nj(TRj) of charge/discharge cycles of any battery b ∈ Bj.

• Discrete set ΘD = {p1
D, p

2
D, . . . , p

k̄
D} of feasible values of maximal electric power pD sup-

plied to the depot by the city power grid, pkD < pk+1
D , k = 1, 2, . . . , k̄ − 1.

• Annual cost cost(pD) of the infrastructure (transformers, cables, etc) to support maximal

power value pD supplied to the depot, pD ∈ ΘD.

• Time dependent stepwise function ce(t) of electric power rates.

• Time dependent function P (t, pD) of the power supplied by the city power grid, P (t, pD) ≤

pD.
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3.3 Derived data

Based on the initial data, the following derived data are obtained.

• Subsets Bcj of all feasible battery options b ∈ Bj such that c ∈ Cb, c ∈ C,j ∈ J .

• t = min{tp|, p ∈ TR}.

• [tp, t̄p]= [tp − t, t̄p − t], p ∈ TR.

• Set T = {ti|i = 1, . . . ,m} of the time moments at which the e-bus fleet or the number of

charging stations in operation can change.

• Sets Ipj of indices of the time intervals [ti, ti+1], i = 1, ...,m − 1 in which e-bus j can be

charged after p-th arrival to the depot, p = 1, . . . , nj, j ∈ J , Ipj = {ipj , i
p
j + 1, . . . , īpj − 1},

tipj = t̄pj , t̄ipj = tp+1
j , p = 1, . . . , nj − 1, I

nj
j = {i ∈ {1, . . . ,m− 1}|ti < t1j or ti ≥ t̄

nj
j }, j ∈ J .

• Convex decreasing piecewise linear function χb(s
low
b ) = 1

Nb(s
low
b )

. Function χb(s
low
b ) is

represented by linear functions θν +ϑνslowb defined on segments [sνb , s
ν+1
b ], ν = 1, . . . , γ−1,

where s1
b = sminb , sγb = smaxb and θν + ϑνsνb = 1

Nb(s
ν
b )

, ν = 1, . . . , γ − 1.

• Lower bound Pi on the power supplied by the city power grid in the time interval [ti, ti+1].

• An electric power rate cei in the time interval [ti, ti+1].

• Upper bound kci(Pi) on the number of charging stations c ∈ C determined by the lower

bound Pi on the supplied power in the time interval [ti, ti+1].

3.4 Formal definition of DepOpt

Variables to be determined.

• pD – maximal power supplied to the depot.

• c - type of charging stations in the depot, c ∈ C.

• K - number of charging stations.

• b=(bj|j ∈ J) types of batteries bj ∈ Bj for all e-buses j of the e-fleet J .
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• sdpj – SOC level of the battery bj of e-bus j at the time moment tpj of its p− th departure

from the depot, p = 1, . . . , nj, j ∈ J .

• sapj – SOC level of the battery bj of e-bus j at time moment t̄pj , of its p− th arrival to the

depot p = 1, . . . , nj, j ∈ J .

• uapj – time needed for charging e-bus j from SOC level sminj to SOC level sapj , p = 1, . . . , nj,

j ∈ J .

• ucpj – charging time of the e-bus j in the time interval between its p-th arrival to and

(p+ 1)-th departure from the depot, p = 1, . . . , nj − 1, j ∈ J .

• δij – charging time of the e-bus j in time interval [ti, ti+1] , i = 1, . . . ,m− 1, j ∈ J .

Variables related to battery bj SOC levels and e-bus j charging times are illustrated in Fig.

2.

� -� -� -� -

sd1
j

ua1
j

sa1
j

uc1j
sd2
j

ua2
j

sa2
j

uc2j
sd1
j

Figure 2: Variables

It is convenient to introduce the following notations.

• saj = (sap1 , . . . , s
ap
nj

), j ∈ J .

• sa=(sa1, . . . , s
a
n).

• ucj = (ucp1 , . . . , u
cp
nj

), j ∈ J .

• uc=(uc1, . . . , u
c
n).

• slowj =
∑nj

p=1

sapj
nj

.

To facilitate further presentation, we will use index j instead of bj in some notations if there

is no ambiguity. Problem DepOpt can be formulated as follows.
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minF (pD, c,K,b,u
c, sa) =

=
cost(pD)

365
+

K

365
(costcap(c) + costope(c)) +

∑
j∈J

costbjN jχj(s
low
j )

365
+

m−1∑
i=1

cei
∑
j∈J

f ′jcδ
i
j, (13)

subject to

sapj = ϕjp(s
dp
j ), p = 1, . . . , nj, j ∈ J. (14)

sapj = fjc(u
ap
j ), p = 1, . . . , nj, j ∈ J, (15)

sdp+1
j = fjc(u

ap
j + ucpj ), p = 1, . . . , nj − 1, j ∈ J, (16)

sd1
j = fjc(u

dnj
j + u

cnj
j ), j ∈ J, (17)

ucpj =
∑
i∈Ipj

δij, p = 1, . . . , nj, j ∈ J, (18)

0 ≤ δij ≤ (ti+1 − ti), i ∈ Ipj , p = 1, . . . , nj, j ∈ J, (19)

δij = 0, i ∈ {1, . . . ,m− 1}\ ∪njp=1 I
p
j , j ∈ J, (20)

sj ≤ sapj ≤ s̄j, p = 1, . . . , nj, j ∈ J, (21)

sj ≤ sdpj ≤ s̄j, p = 1, . . . , nj, j ∈ J, (22)

0 ≤ udpj ≤ τmaxjc , p = 1, . . . , nj, j ∈ J, (23)

0 ≤ ucpj ≤ τmaxjc , p = 1, . . . , nj, j ∈ J, (24)∑
j∈J

δij ≤ min{kci(Pi), K}(ti+1 − ti), i = 1, . . . ,m− 1, (25)

pD ∈ ΘD, (26)

c ∈ C, (27)

K ≤ bpD/Pcc, (28)

bj ∈ Bcj, j ∈ J. (29)

Constraints (14) define SOC level sapj of e-bus j at the time of its p-th arrival to the depot

if at the time of its p-th departure from the depot it was equal to sdpj . Constraints (15) define

charging time uapj required to restore the SOC level sapj of the e-bus j from its minimal SOC level

sminj . Relations (16) specify SOC level sdp+1
j of e-bus j at the time of p + 1-th departure from

the depot after its charging over time ucpj in the interval between p-th arrival to and p + 1-th

departure from the depot. Constraints (17) require that the initial SOC levels sd1
j of all e-buses
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must be restored prior to their first departure from the depot on the next day. Constraints

(18) represent the total charging time ucpj of e-bus j between its p-th arrival to the depot and

p + 1-th departure from it. Constraints (19) indicate that charging time δij of the e-bus j in

time interval i is positive and does not exceed its duration. Constraints (20) set charging time

δij to zero for e-bus j in the time interval i, when the e-bus is outside the depot. Constraints

(21) specify the range of the SOC level sapj of e-bus j at its p-th arrival to the depot. Similarly,

constraints (22) specify the range of the SOC level sdpj of e-bus j at its p-th departure from the

depot. Constraints (23) require that the charging time udpj of e-bus j at its p-th departure is

positive and it does not exceed the upper bound. Similarly, constraints (24) require that the

charging time ucpj of e-bus j in the interval between its p-th arrival and p + 1-th departure is

positive and it does not exceed the upper bound. Constraints (25) limit the total charging time

of all e-buses J in the time interval i by the available charging time derived for the parallel

charging stations from the given supplied power. Constraint (26) restricts the power supplied

to the depot by a given range. Constraint (27) indicates that type c of charging station can

be selected from given set C. Constraint (28) limits the number of charging stations K by an

upper bound derived from the supplied power. Constraints (29) state that the battery type of

e-bus j can be selected from a set Bcj.

Problem DepOpt is to determine the maximal power supplied to the depot, option of the

battery of each e-bus, type of the charging stations and their number as well as charging times

of each e-bus while it is in the depot such that the total daily cost of charging stations, batteries

and consumed energy is minimized, provided that the SOC levels for all e-buses are restored

before the next day starts, and the dynamic upper bound on the supplied power is satisfied.

3.5 Output data

• Optimal value p∗D of the power supplied to the depot.

• Optimal type c∗ of the charging stations.

• Minimal number K∗ of charging stations of the type c∗.

• Optimal battery options b∗1, . . . , b
∗
n.
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• Optimal charging times uc∗.

• Optimal durations (δi∗j ) of charging the e-buses j ∈ J in the time intervals [ti, ti+1],

i = 1, . . . ,m− 1.

• Optimal SOC levels sa∗ e-bus batteries upon arrivals to the depot during the considered

day.

• Unused charging time resource tchi = min{kci(Pi), K∗}(ti+1 − ti)−
∑

j∈J(δi∗j ) in the time

interval [ti, ti+1], i = 1, . . . ,m− 1.

• Total unused daily charging time resource t̄ch =
∑n

i=1 t
ch
i .

• Share Ψch = 1 − t̄ch∑n
i=1 min{kci(Pi),K∗}(ti+1−ti) of the used daily resource of charging time in

the depot.

• Optimal value Φ∗ of the daily cost.

4 Problem OptSched

In this section, we will call new and old e-buses and conventional vehicles as buses. The same

problem OptSched is solved for each route r ∈ R(Q∗), where Q∗ is a solution of Opt. The

input of the problem OptSched for any route r consists of the numbers vb := NVrb(Q
∗)+nborb

of e-buses of type b and the numbers vb = nvcrb(Q
∗) of conventional vehicles of type b for

b = 1, . . . , n, where n := |Br(Q
∗)∪BOr∪V Cr(Q∗)|. All buses assigned to route r are assumed to

depart with the same average traffic interval ATr(Q
∗) in the decisive time period. The objective

of the problem OptSched is to distribute departures of buses of the same type assigned to

the same route as uniform as possible over the departures of all buses serving this route in

the decisive time period. The timetables which address this objective are called balanced. It is

assumed that buses of different types have different passenger capacities. Therefore, a balanced

timetable ensures a uniform allocation of bus capacities over time in the decisive time period

of the same route.

Denote V =
∑n

b=1 vb and sb = vb/V , b = 1, . . . , n. The value of V is equal to the number

of (average) traffic intervals in the decisive time period for the same route. According to the
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balanced timetable objective, the number of buses of type b departed in the first k traffic

intervals must be kept as close to sbk as possible for b = 1, . . . , n. Introduce non-negative

integer variables xbk representing the number of buses of type b departed in the first k traffic

intervals, b = 1, . . . , n, k = 1, . . . , V . Define xb0 = 0, b = 1, . . . , n. Denote by x matrix with the

entries xbk. The problem OptSched admits the following two formulations.

Problem OptSched-Sum : min
x

V∑
k=1

n∑
b=1

(xbk − sbk)2, subject to

n∑
b=1

xbk = k, k = 1, . . . , V, (30)

0 ≤ xbk − xb(k−1), b = 1, . . . , n, k = 1, . . . , V, (31)

xb0 = 0, b = 1, . . . , n, (32)

xbV = vb, b = 1, . . . , n, (33)

xbk ∈ Z0, b = 1, . . . , n, k = 1, . . . , V. (34)

Problem OptSched-Max : min
x

max
1≤k≤V,1≤b≤n

|xbk − sbk|, subject to (30)-(34).

Kubiak and Sethi [40] reduce problem OptSched-Sum to an assignment problem which

can be solved in O(V 3) time. Denote by M∗ the optimal objective value of OptShed-Max and

denote vmax = max1≤b≤n{vb}. Steiner and Yeomans [69] prove that V−vmax

V
≤M∗ ≤ 1 and reduce

problem OptSched-Max to a single machine scheduling problem solvable in O(V log V ) time.

Thus, both problems are not NP-hard in the strong sense. The relation M∗ ≤ 1 means that an

optimal solution of OptSched-Max is such that the total number of buses departing in the

first k traffic intervals never deviates from the desired number ksb by more than one for any

vehicle type. Kovalyov et al. [39] provide an extensive computer experiment with both models

OptSched-Sum and OptSched-Max. Brauner and Crama [6] strengthen earlier results by

demonstrating that M∗ ≤ V−1
V

and that OptSched-Max can be solved in O(f(n) log V ) time,

where f(n) is a function of n. We will use formulation OptSched-Max for our purposes

because it is adequate and easy for implementation.
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5 Conclusion

In this Deliverable, three optimization problems are formulated and analyzed. Problem Opt

assumes that an e-bus charges each time when it visits a non-depot charging station. This

problem is to determine an e-fleet, places for charging stations and transformers, assignment

of charging stations to the specified places, assignment of charging stations to the transformers

and assignment of charging stations to the routes such that all e-buses can feasibly drive, the

required traffic interval is maintained, and the output power of any transformer is not exceeded.

The objective is to maximize the total value, which can be related to the total passenger load

of conventional vehicles replaced by e-buses, provided that the total capital cost and the total

operating, depreciation and energy cost do not exceed their upper bounds. Problem Opt is

a model for e-buses with fast-charging batteries. An adaptation of this model to the case of

slow-charging batteries is described.

Problem DepOpt models the case of slow-charging batteries of e-buses that charge at

the same depot to be equipped with the charging stations of the same type. The decision is

to determine the maximal electric power supplied to the depot, the type and the number of

identical slow-charging stations in the depot and types of the batteries for e-buses such that

the e-buses can feasibly serve a given set of routes. The objective is to minimize the per day

total cost of the required energy and equipment.

Problem OptSched is to determine a balanced route timetable such that the same average

traffic interval of all public vehicles of the same route is maintained and departures of public

vehicles of the same passenger capacity assigned to the same route are distributed as smoothly

as possible over departures of all public vehicles in the most representative time period. The

proposed models can be used in the decision support tools for planning process of conversion

of the conventional bus fleet to a fully electric bus fleet.
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